Staff Specialist Material Handling Automation (f/m
/div)*
Job description

At a glance
Location:
Job ID:

332871

Start date:

as soon as possible

To strengthen our international development team, we are looking for experienced
software engineers to shape our equipment automation framework.

Entry level: 3-5 years
Type:

Full time

In your new role you will:

Contract:

Permanent

Develop and maintain material handling automation integration software
solutions including requirement analysis

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Collaborate with functional colleagues from other worldwide Infineon sites and
local production users
Conduct analysis and alignment on new requirements for material transport and
storage solutions

Job ID:

332871

www.infineon.com/jobs

Investigate incidents and identify/resolve problems
Be owner of material handling automation solutions with responsibility about
the full software lifecycle management
Run, coordinate and manage projects on site, regionally and globally
Use Big Data and Digitalization for data visualization, analysis, optimization and
automated decisions in the area of material handling
Provide "24/7" on-call support for manufacturing solutions

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
Masters/Bachelor degree in the field of Computer Science/ComputerEngineering
/Information/Electronic Engineering technolog
At least two years working experience as system engineer to support
manufacturing solutions
Ability to build and maintain a strong network within an international
organization
Analytical approach to problem solving and capable to make decisions in critical
situations
Knowledge to implement Industry 4.0 concepts
Experienced in material handling automation, material control systems, material
identification and material storage systems
Strong background in object oriented software development (C#)
Experience in usage of Visual Studio.NET, UML modelling and Oracle SQL
Very good English language skills

Contact
Felix Krackau
Talent Attraction Manager

Very good English language skills

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
We make life easier, safer and greener – with technology that achieves more, consumes
less and is accessible to everyone. Microelectronics from Infineon is the key to a better
future. Efficient use of energy, environmentally-friendly mobility and security in a
connected world – we solve some of the most critical challenges that our society faces
while taking a conscientious approach to the use of natural resources.

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon
we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

